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We have  made a detailed and qaantitative  study of  d&on  production via bremcatraldnng of
a virtual  photon during pion-pion collision.  Most calcnlation~ of elatromagnetic  radiation from
strong inkractioa  pro- rely on  the noft  photon appmxim&ion (SPA). The c.x&io~  anderly-
trig  tht  rpprmrimrion  are  generally  vi&ted  rhea dilq@n sPe&a  are  calculated in terma  of their
invariant  mu, so that an  approach going beyond the SPA becomea  n-uy.  Snpcmeding previolu
derivatione,  we derive  an  exact formula for the brematrahlung  crosn  m&on.  The resulting fomn&
tion in compared to variow  forma  based on the SPA, the  trio-particle  plwe  space c+ppmximation  and
Riickl’~  formula  wing  a relativistic One Baoon  Exchange (OBE) model. Within the OBE approach,
we  abow that approximation  to the bremsvtrakbmg  dilepton cmm aectio~  often diiIer  greatly fmm
the exact reaalk dixrepanciea  become greatn  both with ding kmperature  and with iuvmiaut  muu.
Integded dilepton production rata are  overe&imakd  by M&l-based  rppmximatio~  by factors
1.540. The large&  diacrepawiea  occur for the naction.r+r+  - r’n’f?L-,  where such  approx-
inutiona  over&mate the exact rats by factora  ran&g  from 2 to 30 for invariant m- between
10 and 500 MaV.  Our find&p, combined with recent  atimata of the Landau-Pomerancbnk d&t,
indicate that bnmrtrahbmg  dileptolu  rated  in ultnrelativistic  heavy ion collisionr  should  be even
more suppressed than hd been  thou& before.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Dileptona  produced in heavy  ion colliions interact only electromagnetically with their hadronic  surroundings.
Especially the early phasea of such  colliions, when dilepton production rates are largest, can therefore be explored
with lepton pairs.  Some of the initial idess  on photon [l] and dilepton [Z] [3] emission  have met with considerable
interest, and tbii ares has non expanded into a major component of reaearcb  in ultrarelativistic  heavy ion collisions
[4].  On the experimental side, dilepton experiments for hadmnic  collisions [6]-  [S] have been complemented only
recently by nucleusnucleue  experimenta  at very high ener&  [Q]-  [12].  Since the spectrum of lepton paire and of real
photons  haa been propoeed  an a signature  of the quark-&on plasma  [4],  it is  imperative quantitatively to understand
the emission meckaniama  from the conlIned  s&or  of QCD,  which in this  muse  constitutes the background.

Guided by theoretical e&m&a,  we can roughly divide the  lepton pair production croa section, expressed  in term8
of its invariant man M,  into a number of distinct &one.  For M > m.r/+  the Drell-Yan  contribution +ominata,  while
pairs  arising from the aemileptonic  decay of Db  are aSp important [13].  For lepton pair invariant maetea  around the
light  vector meson  massea @,  w,  and #), two-body [14]  and threabody [15]  reactions dominate. The latter proeeases
also extend their influence to the region m+ < M < rn,,#,  where the quark-gluon plasma  may  become visible  for
suiliciently  high initial temperatures [Ml.  In this  paper, we cawentrate  on the regions of low invariant maws,  the
w-called “eoft”  limit M < 300 MeV.  There, production via brementrablung  ia expected to play an important role and
many  authors have recently concerned themselves with such reactions [17]-  [28].

Since particle production plays an important role in ultruelstivistic  heavy ion colliiions,  we consider only events
that arise  from micmecopic  meson-meeon  dynamics. In bigb energy heavy ion experiments, the meson to baryon  ratio
is  such  that the absence of baryons  in our treatment is not expected to constitute a major hurdle to phenomenology.
More epecifically,  we restrict our studies to those of pion-pion  bremeetrahlung.
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